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P R E S S R E L E A S E

Altitude H2O plans to make a splash

at New Bedford’s East Beach

Floating family entertainment destination on East Beach will open this summer

New Bedford, Massachusetts– In partnership with the New Bedford Parks, Recreation &

Beaches, Altitude Trampoline Park will be launching Altitude H2O, the largest floating aqua

park obstacle course in Massachusetts, for its first summer.

To celebrate, Altitude H2O plans to host a grand opening in early July at East Beach 918 E Rodney

French Blvd. The exact date will be announced in the coming weeks.

Until then, the park is still in the setup phase and is not yet open for business.

The 30,000 square-foot Altitude H2O New Bedford will be a one-of a kind, inflatable

playground on the water featuring obstacles including monkey bars, slides, trampolines and

balance beams. To ensure the safety of the guests, the water park enlists certified lifeguards to

watch the course and all participants must wear an aqua park-issued life jacket and must sign a

waiver as well as attend a 15-minute safety orientation. Once it opens in July, Altitude H2O will

operate daily from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Specializing in birthday parties, and discovering new ways to keep customer active, Altitude

H2O has an option for guests of all ages and can accommodate groups of any size. Session rates

range from $ 15 to $30 for single and double sessions, and all guests must have a waiver signed

before entering the park. To purchase sessions, sign a waiver, or book a birthday party at the

Altitude H20 New Bedford location, please visit https://altitudeh20.com/.
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Altitude Trampoline Park

Founded in 2012, Altitude is the fastest growing trampoline park company in the world. With

parks opening on three separate continents and cities around the globe, ATP has become the

industry leader in both experience for the visitor and potential park owners. Altitude

Trampoline Parks are the world’s premier trampoline facilities that offer fun and exercise for

people of all ages. With brand new facilities and custom-designed parks, you’ll find it hard to

find an experience anywhere like one that Altitude brings. With facilities including over 30,000

square feet of indoor jumping space, we can accommodate all ages and group sizes and offer

activities that range from regular jumping to dodgeball, fitness classes to competitive jumping,

and parties for birthdays, group events, or just about any other type of event you can think of.
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